Clean Hand Pouches
by Sherry Titzer
http://www.atimetostitch.com/
See the text files provided with your designs for specific supplies and fabric cutting directions.
Pouches were designed for the small 2 oz size Purell hand sanitizer.

1. Prepare ribbon as instructed in text file.

2. Front Pocket: Stitch outline on stabilizer, no fabric yet.

3. Remove hoop & center fabric over the outline,
tape in place at corners.

4. Flip hoop over, center felt over outline, tape at corners and
put hoop on machine.

5. Next color stop tacks fabric/felt down and
st
stitches 1 color in design.

6. Continue stitching design following color order in text file.

7. Trim curved edge at top on both sides of hoop.

8. Next step stitches satin edge along curved edge of pocket.
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10. Pouch base: 1 color stitches outline & short placement
9. Remove from hoop and trim sides & bottom
close to outline. Run wet rag along top. Set aside. lines at top to add ribbon on stabilizer (no fabric yet).

11. Remove hoop, flip hoop over. Center felt over 12. Flip hoop to right side. Tape ribbon between placement
outline. Center fabric over felt. Tape at corners.
lines (ribbon end 3/4" from outline, folded top wrong side up)

13. Center fabric over outline & ribbon end. Tape
at corners, put hoop on machine.

14. Next color stop tacks fabric down and secures ribbon.

15. Remove hoop, trim fabric/felt close to outline
on both sides of hoop. Do not cut the ribbon!

16. Center pocket over design keeping bottom and sides even
outline. Tape in place at corners. Put hoop on machine.
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17. The next step stitches the pocket down

18. Remove hoop, trim fabric around pocket close to outline.
Put hoop on machine.

19. Last step stitches satin edging around pouch.
Trim from stabilzer, run wet rag along edge.

20. Install snaps following snap manufacturer instructions.
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